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n-tHIS TALK STARTED OUT as a description of
I writing materials used in ancient Greecc and Rome,

I but it turned out to be as much about words that we
use today which are associated with writing and books, more
than the methods used fbr constructing books themselves.
Most of these words are Latin in origin, but the Romans
drew on many Greek words - particularly in matters relat-
ing to philosophy and the arts - so that we will find words
which were originally tiom that source.

I had an interest in words and their origin since an early
age. Perhaps this dates tiom the time when I was in kinder-
garten and was told that I would have to learn my tables. I
had visions of all the tables I knew in the sense of things
you had dinner on and was quite mystified as to what it was
all about. But as we shall find the explanation fbr the two
meanings is quite simple and indeed is of relevance here.

The Latin tbr book, liber,trom which our word library
is derived, has as its basic meaning the bark of a tree, and in
particular the inner skin of the lime tree. This bark was used
as a writing material before the introduction of Egyptian
papyrus. To an Australian, lime conjures up images of a

little green tree bearing a rather pleasant citrus fruit which I

like squeezed into a gin and tonic. It is difficult to imagine
a writing material derived from this, and we are barking up
the wrong tree here as the European lime tree, or linden,
was used. The inner bark is known as bas, and in this century,
and possibly still today, mats were made from bast in Russia.

The diminutive of liber is libellus meaning a little book.
Libclli famosi were pasquinades or libels intended to attack
a person's reputation. From this our word libcl is derived
and as you know, in law a libel is a defamation in writing. A
libellus memoralis was a pocket book and a libellus could
also mean a one page letter or advertisement.

It is of interest to note that our word book may be related
to trees in that it is a Germanic word thought to be derived
liom beech which was the wood used fbr carving runes.

Linen cloth was used as a writing material by the ancient
Egyptians and in early Rome, but it was out of date by class-
ical times. CIay and pottery were also used. The English
word ostracise comes from a reference to the ancient
Athenians casting ballots on broken pieces of pottery or
ostraka as these potsherds were known. Alphabets and verse
were also scratched on clay before baking for educational
purposes by both the Greeks and Romans. The much earlier
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Babylonians and Assyrians were great users of clay and
this influenced their writing system.

The word tabella in Latin is a board or plank, a little
table or a writing tablet. This explains the derivation of the
two meanings of the word table that worried me when I was
a child. Tabula was anotherword which also meant a board
or plank orwriting tablet. We still use the I atinphrase tabula
rasa for starting again with a clean sheet. Wooden tablets
for writing were used since the earliest times. Inscriptions
carrying the names of the dead were made on wooden
tablets, and they were also used for accounts and educa-
tional purposes by the Egyptians.

As books were divided into a number of volumes, the
plural is volumina. The basic meaning of volume is some-
thing that is rolled up as in our word revolve. The meaning
of volume in the sense of the amount of physical space taken
up by something is of quite recent origin.

The text was written in columns or paginae and the be-
ginning of the roll was left blank as this was where the most
wear and tear would arise. The roll was rolled on a stick
known as an umbilicr.ls. Not surprisingly ttnbilicus means
the navel and the use of the use of the word with this mean-
ing was tiom the ret'erence to the knob or button of wood or
bone on the end of the rod being applied to the rod itself.

The rapper of an ordinary work would be papyrus itself.
Vellum. possibly coloured, was used for more valuable
works and special protection could come from a wooden
case. The title of the work was displayed by a hanging tag
known as a titulus or index which would hang down from
their pigeonholes called nidi or nests by Martial.

To read a roll the reader would hold it upright and un-
roll it with the right hand and roll it up with the leti hand as

he went along. This meant it had to be re-rolled at the end
as we now have to do with a videotape once we have seen
it. I wonder if librarians got frustrated with having to re-roll
returned rolls.

To unroll a roll was explicare which means literally to
fold out. A roll at the end was said lo be explicalas and
tiom this we get by medieval times the word explicit with
its current meaning.

The literati were cultivated slaves in Rome, usually of
Greek origin, who copicd books quite quickly with the aid
of abbreviations. Private Iibraries were large with 30,000
and 60,000 titles being recorded in the literature. Seneca
ridicules book collectors who purchased books iust to dis-
play their titles. There were also public libraries called
bibliotecha and run by librarii.

The word taberna means a wooden hut or shed. ln fact
the word has its roots in the word fbrwood itself. It means
in particular a shop or stall. A bookseller was known as

bibliopola or librarius. The booksellers tended to be
grouped in a few streets. Va Sanadalarias or Slipper Street
was one: this seems a more suitable name for another trade.
Their shops were known as taberna libraria, but the poets
Horace and Catullus used to just call them taberna. Book-
shops were used as places for literate men to gather and
talk much as coffee shops were in the 18th century. Now
this must have been convenient as a taberna also meant a

pub (our word tavern as well as tabernacle is derived from
taberna). They could say they were just slipping down to
the taberna and be thought to be engaged in literary dis-
putes. Catullus ref'ers to a salax taberna. Salax is the root
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of the English salacious and this is usually translated as a
sleazy bar, but it has occurred to me that in an appropriate
context it could mean an R-rated bookshop. But then per-
haps nothing was R-rated in ancient Rome.

The Latin for a skin is membrana from which we get
the English membrane. This word was also used for a skin
prepared tbr writing which predates vellum.

Tablets coated with wax were used by the Greeks and
Romans very early in their history. There was a raised border
of wood around the edge of the tablet to protect the wax
surface. There could be a single tablet or two or more held
together by rings or thongs acting as a hinge forming a

caudex or codex. The root meaning of codex is the trunk of
a tree. The word was also uscd for a block of wood a criminal
was tied to. The expression being chained to one's codex
would have had quite a difTerent meaning trom that of being
chained to one's books. Codex ultimately became the name
tbr any book and is still used for an early volume. The word
came to mean a collection of laws, and this led to English
phrases such as code of honour.

The diminutive of codex is codicillus meaning a littlc
book. From this we have the English codicil, somcthing
attached to another document such as a will.

The codex was not only employed as a notebook but
was particularly used when the writing had to be protected
such as fbr legal documents, conveyancing, wills, and docu-
ments. The use of waxed tablets survived much longer than
classical times and municipal accounts was Iate as the l5th
century have been preserved.

Longer letters were written on papyrus and called
epistles. The stilus or stylus was a tapering piece of iron
resembling a pencil that was used to scratch words in the
wax. One end was sharp for this purpose, the other end t-lat
and round and used to correct mistakes. The phrase uelere
stilum - literally to reverse the stylus - means to erase and
hence to correct. One's writing style is derived from the
stylus The word stylus itself is thought to be relatcd to the
Greek word for a column sru/os.

The Greek word for papyrus was byblos, a name for the
plant of Se mitic origin. From this came the Creek word for
books, biblion. The plural biblia is the root of our word
bible, literally meaning'the books'. Also tiom this root we
have such words as bibliphile, bibliomaniac and bibliok-
lept, that curse of booksellers. Bibliopagy, meaning book-
binding as a fine art, is a word the Guild should perhaps use

more oflen. Another name fbr papyrus was the Greek
chartes, or Latin carta, from which we get card and chart
and charter.

Papyrus is also thought to be an Egyptian word and it
came to mean the paper made from it in Rome as well as

the plant itself. From this comes our word paper through
theFrench papler. Papyrus was also used fbr clothing, ships'
rigging, shoes, sails &c. An ancient Egyptian roll tiom as

early as 3500 BC is extant. The main source was the Nile
delta but it is interesting to note that no papyrus grows therc
today.

Strips of papyrus were laid side by side on a board.
Across this another layer of strips was laid at right angles
and water used to moisten the whole, the sheets were fi-
nally hammered and dried in the sun. The upper surface or
recto received a polish. Sheets were glued together to fbrm
a roll and this was known in Greek as a kollemata, the Greek
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for glue being kolla. In Rome the person who glued the
sheets together was known as a glutinator. The way glue
fights back at me when I am pasting up makes me feel more
like a gladiator than a glutinator.

A roll was made up of a number of sheets of papyrus
joined together. An uninscribed roll was a carta, a word we
have already met. A long roll was proverbially an evil be-
cause of the time taken to unroll and re-roll it, to verity a

reference could be time consuming. Rolls were six to thir-
teen inches high and ten feet or more in length.

Parchment or vellum refers to skins prepared in such a

way as to be written on both sidcs. The story goes that King
Eumenes II of Pergamum in the 2nd century BC wanted to
cxtend his library. This caused a great dcal ofjealousy from
the Ptolomies who ruled Egypt at thc time and the export of
papyrus was banned. Whatever the value of this story
Pergamum was the centre of the parchment industry and
the name parchment comes from lheLatin carta pergamena.
The name vellum comes tiom the French yillin derived f'rom
the word tbr calf tiom which we get the English r.,cal. English
is one of the few languages with ditfbrent words fbr meat
tiom the animals producing it: pig-pork, cow-beef &c, be-
cause the Normans who spoke French ate the tbod that thc
Saxon peasants produced.
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Vellum was slow to be introduced into ancient Rome.
This could have been because ofthe conservative nature of
the book trade, but it really took the growth in popularity of
the codex as opposed to the roll before parchment became
popular. But this is getting us outside our period.

I would like to finish on two words. One is for the lead
pencil. The Latin word for lead is the delightful plumbum-
Hence our word plumber due to the early and perhaps nasty
use of lead piping. A pointed piece of lead used as a pencil
was callcd stilus plumbeus.

The other is the wordprotocol. The first page of a roll
was known as the protokollon which literally means first
gluing. Protocol is a term which survives today in diplo-
macy and has a newer usage in telecommunications. The
procedure in which two computers 'shakc hands' and the
conventions for encoding data are known as a protocol. The
protocol used on the internet is TPC/IP which stands for
Transmission Control Protocol/lnternet Protocol. The Indo-
nesian word tbr language, bahasa, also has the meaning
culture. I think they have got this right. Our languages not
only reflect our culture but our cultural history and cultural
inheritance. Protocol illustrates how well millennia are
stitched (and in this case glued) together by words.

NSW GUILD VISIT TO THE MUSEUM OF PRINTING, PENRITH
2 JUNE 2OOI
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Remove the guide. Place
other side of the press.
Fan the pages over and
repeat the gluing process.
Allow the pages to stand
upright.
Using two boards or
wood strips, close to but
clear of the glue line,
Iightly clamp until dry.

3. The book can be removed from the press.
For additional strength a strip of mull the length and
rvidth of the spine can be glued
to it.

4. If the original cover is in good
condition it can be simply
gluctj on along the spine.

5 If the original cover is in two
pieces and worth using again:
pre-fold a piece of good papcr
only.

MOROCCO BOIJND

REPAIRING THE PAPERBACK BOOK
Rt'printad fruln Y..rpp. tha ncv'sletter of thc Wt,stcrn Australia Guild of an c.rcrcisa in soma dctait by Dayid Millhouse for
x'lrich grotcftrl o<-knowlt'dc,n(,nt is n,ade.

fvpe A: a lightweight. occasional use book:
Slim, cheap, older stvle. Brittle, crumbling spine glue.

l. Scparate pages. as a sheet is removed ticlm a writing
pad.
Progrc'ssivelv remove old 

-qlue 
with the finger.

Cclllate the pa-ees.

Knock up to head and
tbredge. Use a selsquare
on a tlat surthce.
Holdin!, the loose paqes
firmlv, set them, tbred_ee
down and level, about
257c into the holdin_e
press.
Tighten the press firmly.

When the paper glued to the spine is dry, insert a sheet
of non-stick paper under and apply glue to flap only.
Align the foredge, head and tail of the cover, and after
removing the non-stick paper, lower the cover and rub
it down. with a fblder.
Turn the book over and repeat with the other half of the
cover.
With both cover faces in place, glue down the cover
spine.
Set aside to dry. Further pieces of non-stick between
cover and book may be necessary.

Type B: a modern book, for example a dictionary: may
be bound as a paperback but cased in a hard cover. To
maintain a square spine, flexible with sturdy hinges and
hard cover:

l. With no guillotine to hand - or with minimal inner margin
and the old glue too tough to remove as in example A.

2. Place a piece of waste board on one side of the press.
Turn the pa_qes over and hold them in place with a metal
or plastic guide 2mm from the edge of the page.
Brush PVA glue thoroughly and evenly onto the page
edges.

a clean waste board on the

Knock up the book
block with a set square on a

llat surface, realigning splits
and loose pages;

With waste boards
very close under the old glue
edge on both sides of the
book, set up tightly in the
working press.

Shave off the glue completely. Use a very sharp spoke-
shave, small plane or glass paper.
If the old glue is too concave it may be necessary to
shave off the glue in two stages:
(a) Rcmove the shoulders
of the glue and knock up
the book block to the
foredge again.
(b) Shave off the middle
section.
Classpaper rvith a block of
wood to flatness.

With the book block still in
the press make a series of
1mm decp cuts across the spine at l-5mm intervals.
Cut lengths of Iinen thread about double the spine width.

Novcmber ?(X)2

Remove

2.
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25-30mm Paper Flap

Strip of Non-

Align Head, Tail
and Foredge
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and glue it to the spine
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3. Without disturbing the book block raise itunlil only 25o/o

of the book remains in the press. Be sure it is level, and
tighten up the press.
As with type A step 2, fan the pages left and then right,
glue up the edges and clamp up tight.
PIace a length ofthread into each saw cut and re-brush
the glue to cover.
Let dry and trim off the excess thread.

4. Cut simple, single tbld endpapers slightly larger than
the book.
Tip them to the book block. Let them dry under weights.
Trim offthe endpapers flush with head, tail and foredge.

5. PVA glue a piece of
calico longer than the
spine with 30mm on
each side over.
Glue over it a strip of
krati paper to cover
the spine.
Rub well in with tblder.
When dry trim off excess head and tail. Cut calico cor-
ners to 45 degrees.

^6. Cut cover boards to the length of book plus 3mm head
and tail to form squares, and cut to 6mm less than the
book width to allow for French grooves.

Cut board for spine to width of the block, or to total
book thickness.

7. Fold cover cloth around the book block with all boards
in place
and mark off the cloth required. Allow 25mm all round
for the cover fold-over and board thickness.
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8. Wrap the book block with cover boards and spine board

all in place inside the cut cover cloth. Align the corners

and foredges.
Place the book on a large piece of waste paper on a flat
table.

Position
and Mark

Book Block,
Spine Board

and
Cover Boards

Open out the cover cloth and mark the position of the

foredge corners.
Remove the spine board. Remove the book block with
cover boards,keep them carefully aligned.
Glue up half the cover area of the cloth using PVA with
25o/o paste.

Set the book block and boards carefully in place against
the corner marks.
Glue up the other half of the cloth. Place the spine board
in position.

With one hand holding the book
cloth with the other hand against
ovcr onto the book cover.

down, litt up the cover
the spine and smoothly

Trim and

\'\S\\\)''

N\S\\i\\\r:\
S\\\N.S

Half Glue

Coverboards
Flush or +3mm

6mm
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Gently guide into place.
Lightly smooth down, avoid
stretching the cloth.

9. Place the book on a clean
piece of wastc paper.
Open thc cover tlat, remove
the book block.
Check the spine board is ex-
actly in line and equal distance between the cover
boards.
Cut each cloth corner 457o and one and a halfthe board
thickness space from the board corner.
With folder lift the head fold-over, press onto the edge
of the board and smooth onto the board. Repeat for the
tail fold-over.
Tuck in the point to the board corner and tbld over both
forcdges.
Smooth and press into hollows. Turn the cover over
and smooth lightly.
Place into book press between non-stick paper and press
for 15-20 seconds.
If retained, the original title and illustrations from the

original cover orjacket can be applied now.

I 0. Check the new cover is a snug fit, centre the book block.
Without moving the book block, place on a flat sur-
face. Open the cover flat to the table.
Place a sheet of non-stick paper or waste under the first
endpaper.
Apply PVA-paste mixture under the calico flap, then
over the whole area of the endpaper.
Lift the cover, set the spine board against the spine and
fbld over the cover to the book taking care not to move
the book block.
Turn the book over and repeat with the other cover.
Press tbr 15-20 seconds, with the spine board just clear
of the press.
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Remove the Non Stick
and Replace with

Clean Paper

11. For French grooves.
Place quarter-inch (6mm) rods or dowels on each side
of cover, hold in place with elastic bands, on the edge
inside the press, with the spine board clear of the press.
Lightly nip for a minute. Remove and place under a

brick to dry

CONSERVATION COURSES
CUT BY UNIVERSITY

The SYoNev MonrrN<; Hennr-o (6 September 2002) reported
the suspension of a conservation training program by the
University of Canberra. Enrolment into two conservation
courses will not be accepted next year tbr financial reasons
and also allegedly due to a very low demand. The dccision
tbllows thc retirement of the co-director of the university's
cultural heritage research centre.

The courses suspended are Conservirtion of Cultural
Materials and Cultural Heritage Management. Thc courses
were established some 25 years ago in the wake of the
Piggott report which tbund that Australia's heritage col-
lections were in danger. Although the courses had some 80
full-time studcnts, these were unable to take very large num-
bers and consc<;uently were expensive to maintain and were
not viable. Students were traincd in the conservation of
paintings, paper and other objects.

The Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural
Material has cxpressed some concern and f-ears that the
courses in future years would be permanently cancelled.
The university wants the Australian cultural institutions to
fund the cost of courses which are estimated at $300,000
to $500,000 a year (sic!).

It would not only be museums, galleries, historic sites
and libraries which would be affected by a lack of trained
conseryators but also assistance to other individuals in con-
serving their historic artefacts and heirlooms.

l---'r'-'l
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WHY BOOKS SHOULD BE MORE THAN JUST
A PRETTY TYPEEACE

Reprinted from with grateful acknowledgment to Tut: G,tuoraN of a Review by Euan Cameron of the book I unu,tr Lrtve s

r.'Rorr A Dr.srt;urn's Norrarx.tx, by John Ryder, printed by David Esslemont and published by Gwasg Gregynog in an
edition of 400 copies and priced at f285. Gwasg Gregynog is at Newtown, Powys SYL6 3PW England. The book is
illustrated with line drawings in colour, set in Monotype Baskerville and printed on Zerkall mould-made pape4 with
pat terned paper boards.

T\lD YOU NOTICE the typc-tace of the last book

I frou read? Was it printed in Bembo or Ehrhardt,
| - Plantin or Baskerville? Did the pages suffer from

'widows'or'orphans'? Were the lines of type well-spaced
or was there an excess of 'rivers'? Did it have well-
proportioned margins, and was there a harmony between
the title page and chapter openings ? Was the book, in short,
legible and congenial? Had it been designed or, as John
Ryder might put it, 'visually edited'?

John Ryder has spent a lifetimc mindful of such
intricacies, in pursuit of typographical excellence and high
standards of legibility. He believes passionately that the
way in which we read a book, the way in which our eye
falls upon the printed pagc, can radically intluence our
understanding and enjoyment of the text. Form afftcts
mcaning. He also t'ears that dcclining standards in book
production among commercial publishers have reached
such a low point that we are in danger of becoming
typographically illiterate.

In a desperately hard-pressed industry, in which
production directors are under ever more pressure to cut
costs on typesetting, paper and binding, few publishing
houses can atlbrd design departments - many no longer
even have a house style - and the majority of books,
hardcover and paperback, are now printed and set to a

tbrmula. Typefaces and dimensions are often chosen quite
arbitrarily, and instead of providing individual specific-
ations to suit a particular book, it is quitc common for
editors (not designers) to issue instructions to set X's new
novel in the same style as his or her Iast book.

'Visual editing' is central to the theme and purpose of
John Ryder's new (and exquisitely designed, printed and
bound) book, Intimatc LeavesJ'rom a Designer's Notebook,
and the concept depends on a close collaboration between
author, editor and designer. It is no longer enough, says
Rydcl tbr the editor to be concerned merely with grammar,
sequences of words, and narrative development. He or she
must also become aware of the appearance of the printed
page: of the shape of a comma if this should be alarmingly
similar to the full stop; of the visual relationship between
hyphens and dashes; of word, character and line spacing
and the Iength of lines.

"Apart of editing lies in design," he writes, "and a part
of design lies in editing."

Or as Jan Morris suggests in hcr introduction: "the
editor should realise his responsibilities towards visual as
well as literary values ... the author should never disregard
the appearance of the printed page."

There are good book designers around, Ryder
maintains, but if publishers can no Ionger aftbrd their skills,
and if modern computer typesetting appears to make them
redundant, then it is up to cditors to try to uphold those

canons of typographical good sense, passed down tiom
Gutenbcrg and the Renaissance via generations ofscholar-
printers, that belong to any civilised society wherever the
26 letters of the Roman alphabet are used.

Why does a literary biography sometimes look more
like a mcdical textbook? Who are the booksellers and
readers who demand ever larger formats for 500-page
blockbuster novels that are too heavy to hold comfortably?
Why is the quality of paper used in books deteriorating?
These are some questions prompted by a conversation with
John Ryder, and they are issues that should matter k) any
reader pausing to reflect.

Modern technology gives many designers the
opportunity to work with ultra-sophisticated software
programs on the Apple Mac computer. They can select
and adjust thcir page layouts at the touch of a button, yet
with all the advantages and freedom this brings there is a
still greater need for designers who know how to apply
the necessarily traditional principles of typography.

"All work of the first rank absorbs the best of the past
and enriches it," one designer said to me, "and typo-
graphical excellence should apply to the screen as much
as to the printed page:"

"With all the new developments in the printing
industry," Ryder wrote in his book THe Cese FoR LEcrBtLrr.y
(recently reissued by Harvill in Trrr LEopano ANrHor-ocv)
"we need designers wedded to tile pursuit of legibility ,

tbr it must never be taken for granted that legibility is
universally desired." Some may be guilty of the 'wild-fox'
typography that Ryder condemns in his Leaves, defined as
"the antithesis of all that Zen stands lbr in its secular mode",
and whose practitioners are "typographers in a state of
wilfut opposition to those canons of design which have
cvolved naturally out ofthe adjustable mould ofJohannes
Gutenberg."

One such canon relates to the destruction of that
esscntial element of legibility, word shape by the inse rtion
of spaces between lower-case letters, an oft'ence now as
much widely fashionable as committed in ignorance, which
led the eminent American type designer, Frederic Goudy,
to pronounce: "The printcr who spaces lower-case
characters would steal sheep."

"There must be a tremendous modesty about the good
designer," says Ryder, and knowledge too. "The typo-
grapher's art should be invisible ... the hand which seeks
perfection but which is never actually seen." This rare
combination of taste, skill and self-effacement was bred
in at the start of Ryder's career by mentors such as Gotthard
dc Beauclair and Jan Tschichold, the great German
typographer who revolutionised design at Pcnguin Books
atler the Second World War, who wrote: "The ob.iective of
all good design must be perfection: to tind the perfect
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typographical representation for the context of the book at
hand." Such reticence hardly suits our image-conscious
times when the aim of so many designers, all too often
encouraged by employers who would regard reticence as
poor value.

John Ryder is now 76. He is among the last of a
generation of book designers who made their names
working with hot-metal printing. While TSchichold and his
successor at Penguin; Hans 'half-point' Schmoller, were
instituting their typographical ideals in the years after the
wa1 he was starting his career at Phoenix House. From
1957 to 1987 he was responsible for design and production
at Tue Boor-ey HEAD where his restrained and elegant style
adorned such books as the 1960 Ulysses, and many of the
first editions of writers such as Graham Greene and William
Trevor. Earlier this year he retired from Reinhardt Books,
thus ending his 36-year working relationship with Max
Reinhardt, the former proprietor of THe Booley Heeo,
whose own belief in the importance of how a book looks
allowed Ryder to fulfil his metier.

It would be wrong, however, to suggest that beautiful
books are not made today. The standards achieved among
some private presses are higher than ever, Ryder maintains,
and the great advance in lithographic colour printing has
meant that'integrated'books (those that integrate text and
illustration) from firms like Dorling Kindersley, Mitchell
Beazley, and Thames & Hudson are very handsomely
produced. There are also certain general books from
publishers such as Faber, Cape, Harvill, and the Salisbury
firm of Michael Russell (whose books are designed by the
typographer Humphrey Stone) that are carefully and
thoughtfully designed. But these are now the exceptions.

Leaves is certainly a delight to all the senses, not just
the bibliophile's, and it is a tribute to the traditional printer's
and binder's skills. There are chapters or digressions on
such questions as the subtleties inherent in the letter Z, on
Felice Feliciano's alphabet of 1460, and on Iris, the goddess
of the rainbow. The surprising array of authors that act as

Iiterary illustration includes Joseph Brodsky, Peter Carey,
Robert Frost, Hugh McDiarmid, Pablo Neruda (who wrote
An Ooe ro Typocnnpuv) and George Steiner along with
illustrators such as Maurice Sendak, David Gentleman,
Quentin Blake and Posy Simmonds - and calligraphers too.

Reading Ryder's reflections on the art of the book makes
you look critically and with a fresh eye at the aesthetic
aspects of every printed page. It also leads you to hope
fervently that the miracles of modern computer technology
can absorb and be blended with those traditional virtues of
legibility and good sense that generations ofscholar printers
instilled into designers like Tschichold, Schmoller and
Ryder.

And since there is no book without a reader, we too,
should demand and expect a return to the typographical
standards which their Iife's work has manifested so
graphically.

I am indebted to Janet Wayland, a NSW Guild member, for
forwarding this article for republishing in Mr.tnoccct BouNn.
The publishing industry has indeed undergone a major
change with the advent of electonic technology that a new
set of 'rules' must be devised to preserve the printer\ layout
in an attractive art form for book production. The Srvtt'
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Maxun- roa Auruons, Eortons aNo Pnrxrens of Australian
Government Publications goes a long way in defining such
a standard. Although quite detailed in itself, the Manual
perhaps does not go far enough and I feel that there are
some aspects lhat are not very atlractive from a book layout
point of view.

However, I must comment that the reviewer and aulhor
only restricts commens about the 'best' of the English
publishing firms and avoids remarking (and therefore
possibly potential libel considerations) about other
unnamed publishingfirms, which must by deduction, could
be of an inferior quality! I hove seen some excellently laid
out American and Australian publications as well as some
rather unattractive ones that should have required a great
deal more design in the prepress stages.

Being involved in DTP myself, I can appreciate that il
is a balancing act of delivering an attracti)e and market-
able product often involving inclusion of photographs and
diagrams and also keeping within the publisher's para-
meters of economic costs. After all, if my client cannot readily
market the publication or incurs a hefty cost over run, then
a future contract may not be forthcoming.

Editor, Monocco Bouxo.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Re: June McNicol Repairing Sections

Monocco Bouxn March 2002
Reference is made to the sentence: 'When completely dry,
open the folio and trim offthe surplus tissue'.

I would suggest the following. Instead of cutting the
repair strips longer than the page to be repaired, cut the
strips one or two millimetres shorter than the page height.
This is useful for the following reasons:

' Does not show repair at all at head or tail.

' No time consuming trimming of each tbld repair.

' There is no risk of accidentally cutting into the fold
where there might be a gilt edge.

' Size of the page remains as original as there is no risk
of cutting any of it away.

' Finally, should any of the original paper be even slightly
cut it will leave a bright white fresh paper edge, which
is not recommended.

All this for one or two millimetres shorter repair tissue.
Daphne Lera.
Sydney, NSW.

A s you can see. this entire issue of Monocco BouNo

l-l has made use of articles borrowed from other
I \our..t as no original articles were received. The
reprinting of interesting articles published from otherjour-
nals can be a good thing for the spread of ideas, opinions
and the like, but it is far preferable to include an original
contribution or two in each issue of this journal and not iust
be a 'mirror reflection' of a collection of other previously
published works.

So, how about putting pen to paper and submit some-
thing you have achieved or seen elsewhere and illustrate
with good, clear photos in sharp tbcus and/or sketch dia-
grams for reproduction. MoRocco Bouro has published
some very good articles in the past so why do so not again.

Please think about it .
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